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LIST OF CHARACTERS

Tiana - She is as charming as she is emotionally manipulative. She is a born leader and wise 

speaker but with a deep unspoken trauma of personal family loss. Tiana is a podcaster with a 

dream of leaving the city to have her own late night show. Family first person, with no guidance 

from parents or authority figures. Borderline personality disorder, but with a heart of gold. She's 

not a killer but don't push her over the edge.

Trey - An introvert graphic designer, who is an artist through and through. Architecture mindset 

with terrorist tendencies. He is the brains but is not the leader. When he speaks, he knows nobody 

is listening. So he speaks through his eyes and actions. He grew up looking for a mentor, but only 

had his sister. Extreme ADHD, ultra aware of surroundings, and his thoughts are faster than his 

words. A bit of a narcissist like his sister.

2SACKS - An anarchist who can play a great politician. He is a music producer, with a kanye mindset 

of taking over the world. Extremely Bipolar and Always talks like he is on coke.. Which he might be. 

Wants and Desires to be the future mayor of Vegas.

Theo - Tiana's love interest, hopeless romantic, believes in movie love. Overthinks and is in his head 

a lot. Wants to be a security guard for all his friends. A Bit controlling with people at times.

Vanessa - Trey's love interest. Except she's a stalker because Trey doesn't like her like that. But she 

doesn't give up. Smart, Sophisticated, And Full of life.

Darko - A "woke" gen Z non binary female. Trey and Tiana's friend. The classic fake friend from 

Vegas who wants to be around people just for their attention. She loves cancelling innocent people 

out of boredom, and you never know if she is lying to you or not. Still a cool person though.

CAPPIN (TOM) - The snitch, the one looking for a group to be a part of. Wants to be the right hand 

man of 2sacks and will do anything to become that.

Annoyed Store Clerk - Hate his/her job with a passion. Wasn't even suppose to be here today.

POLICE OFFICER #1 - Supports and Follows the Law. Knows Tiana and Trey personally. Still kind of 

a dick.
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